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Introduction 

In connection with Project FLAMBEAU it was thought useful to make a 
collection of simple theories relating to mass fires. The list is far 
fran exhaustive; in particular attention has been concentrated on the 
conditions at peak; with ignition, growth and spread being neglected. 
Plume theories have also been neglected, as being too complex; 
Thanas' Working Notes on Project Flambeau (1) give a survey of them. 
Null hypotheses have been stressed, The prediction of burning rate in a 
Flsmbeau type situation is regarded as the central problem, although laur 
sections do cover theories related to shelter and measurements. 

The Descriptive Model-Clive Countrj!!l8!l (2) 

In terms of height: 

Fuel Zone 
Canbustion zone-up to perhaps lOO' 
Transition zone - with sane down drafts - up to at most 2('0)' -

this is the upper limit of downward influence 
Thermal. convection zone - up to 1 000' - 20,000' 
Smoke fallout zone - a thin layer 
Condensation convection zone. 
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Theories of pile interaction 

2 At peak intensity, piles do not interact. 

Zone 

, 
, 
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Transition Zone 

Combustion Zone 

Fuel Zone 

2a The burning rate of a pile (b) ia not affected by other piles, and is 
proportional. to the surface area of fuel exposed. 
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2b An isolated p1la exposed to standard met. condi tions will burn at a 
rate b (0, t) varying with time t. The reasons for this variation are the 
initial spread of fire through the p1la and the variation in the surface 
area exposed as the smaller twigs are consumed. 

hI 

fiRE SPUADING FINES BU RNING OU T 

b is better expressed ae a function of the total amount burnt:-

I =t b dt. 
o 

Thus the standard burning rate bscanes b (0,1). If the actual burning 
rate is b( t), then part of its variation is due to the above causes. 
Put bl(t) - b(t)/b (0,1) 

Then the variation of bl(t) with time is mainly due to variation of 
interaction effects. 

2c Pile interaction is by ignition or re-ignition (i.e. spread from 
pile to pile) I in the c ase of close spacing under poor burning conditions. 

2d According to Thanas 0) the burning rate of a crib or pile in still 

air is proportional to zO.6 (Av As)O.4 , 
where Au = Surface area of fuel Av Total vortical vent oreR 

Z = Hnight of piIp 

A C RIB 

A s: Surface area 

of fuel A v : Total vertit 

z 

3 Pile. produce th�ir effecta on the envirolUlent i.depeJldent� 

vent area 

3a ThP environment at a point is the 8um of that fro!n each of the f'.l.le.s, 
�a.cb '�lt tl-j(lt ilppropriat8 distanca and burning 9t th� .Illppropriat� rate. 

P LAN O F  PI LES 



Jb The contribution from a pile is proportional to its burning rate. 

Jc The contribution from a pile at distance d is proportional. to lid 2 

4 Pile interaction is by means of the wind generated. 

4& A single pile burning at a rate b produces a wind b.?d(d) directed 
to.ards itself at a point distance d. In an array a pile has acting on 
it a total wind!! • �+ sum for other piles (b.!!) 

Where � is the ambient wind. 

PLAN OF PILES 

�--
Now the burning rate b depends on !! :

b • b (I WI) 
Hence feedback 

x 

Moreover, if at a pile directly downwind of the array !i is acting inwards 
this is a non-spreading fire; if outwards a spreading one. 

4b As theory 4&, but only the nearest ring of piles affeet sum (b.?d); 
a1.l the rest are shielded. Hence only piles on the edge of the array burn 
at a rate different from b(WO). 

PLAN OF PILES 

No Effect On ·x· 

4c As theor}, 4b, but W
_

O is Shielded also, so a1.l the central pUes burn 
at a rate b(O ). 

PLAN OF PILES 

/wo 
No effect 

No effect on X 

- "\ -

on X 



4d As theo17 4a, but determine �(d) experimentally in the presence of 
inert obstacles representing too other piles (in practice the actual other 
piles might be used, but not ignited and kept well damped down). 

4e As in theories 4a - 4d, !:ut allow also for the variance of the wind and 
its effect on the t:urning rate. Assume that the variance of a wind com
ponent b.� is u b Iwl , where u is a constant 

The total variance • G • u ( Wo + sum for other piles (b .• w. ») 
Also b • b (I W I ) can be written as:-

b � b ('vh 
Now expectation of if =·if + G 

wj 

TIME __ 

50 put b = b (if + G). 

Root Mean Square W 

__ �ThiS determines b 

4f The total angular momentun is zero; if there is, say, a general. 
clockwise swirl about the array, its angular momentum will be balanced by 
anticlockwise fire Whirls 

Clockwise ratatiar 

of main column 
A n tic.lo ckwise rotot ion 

, / 
- C':\ 

5 When a proportion of the draught for one pile is canbustion products 
from the others, this will affect the fire tecause of the decreased oxygen 
and the increased temperature 

Altered burning rate Standard burning rate 



5a Low level air up to some height h is readily available in the central 
area of a mass fire. It this is sufficient to burn up all. the fJ!"l there 
will be no important interaction, With a fire loading 1 cals/ an needing 
a column of air 1 ems , h18h, this means 1 L h; if not vertical convective 

K k-
circulation will set in bringint; air t"ro. abo ... e. 
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interac.tion until shaded air hos 
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been exhauste d  

5b With an ambient wind speed W o  and a width o f  array L the voll.llle o f  air 
available/sec is Wo Lh. 
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Hence the burning rate is khLW(j cals/ sec, and thus the rate of advance 
of the fire front will be khLWoIlL =/sec s khWoIl ans/sec. 

5c As in theory 5b, lel. air concentration (fraction of fresh air by 
volune) be c, the burning rate/unit area R(c) cals/c;a;./sec" and the 
burning efficiency e(c), Then 1 c.c, of air, given the fuel, will give 
ke(c) eels. (e(l) • 1). Consider the area near the upwind edge of the 
array, where the ambient wind is the dominant air supply, and assume 
equilibriun conditions, so that R does not vary with time. Then heat 
generated/unit area eRe hWO(-££) e(c) k where x • distance fran upwind 
edge of array. dx 

therefore ££ c =Bl=) 
dx hWOke(c) 

Solve this for c(x) and hence find R(x) and e(x) 

In particul.ar, for x - 0, � = 

[diJO 



Rlx) t t : 1,2. & J 

RI') 

5<1 Assume air is only avaUable by vertical convection (see theory 5a). 

i 
r 

If it is available up to height ht, then for a vertical prisM of 
air of height h and unit cross-sectional area, heat generated/sec c 

ht(-££) ke(c).R 
dt 

As before, this can be solved for c(t) and hence for R(t) and e(t). 

Rlx) 

t::'l 

"3 

t=l 
... 

x--

5e As in theory 5<1, but asBune ht is proportional to the burning rate, 
or ht • tuR (tu is a constant). 

f---------
h 0, t 
l' /� /Sp , F _ o� - -j 1 

b Small 
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Hence as R builds up to a max1m\ID, DlOre and more fresh air is 
entrained at the top. While this is happening, 

ch, +'.db, .(e +de) (h1 tdb1) 

therefore db1 (1 - c) de = h, 
and an extra term must be added to SE, giving 

dt 
-R de 1 db1 (1 - c) 

� = h
1
ke + 

hl dt 

- 1 
+ 

-R 1 dR (1 - c) 
: tuke dt 

Put cm dR de we have:-
<it de <it 

de -1 
dt tuke(c) (1 - 1 dR iifc) de 

(l-e)) 
After the maximlEIl there is no fu:rther entra.iIJnent and the extra term 
should not be added, 

hence de _ -1 
<it - tuke(c) 

51' As above, but hl is proportional to the name height F. 

As above with h, 

proport ional t o  

flame height 

b SMA L L  b DOU B LE D  

If theory 7 b is valid in these circlEIlstances F is proportional to 

R2/3. Put hl • tu R2/3 

Then, before peak intensity, de _ -1 R(e) f 
dt - tuke(c) (; _ 2 

3R(e) 
and after, SE _ -1 R(e) f '/3 

dt - tuke(c) 

'/3 
dR (1 - c)) de 



Sg For � in theories Sb and 5c substitute � + !:!, where W is given by 

!:! • .  16Wv v'Pplu". Jp air' acting towards the centre of the array. Wv is 
the upward velocity of the plume - Thanas (4). 

Now drag force per unit height on pl1.llle is proportional to W .Perimeter 4l.. 
Assume this is equal, or at least proportional, to the buoys]lcy force per 
unit height; and that this is a linear function of b' and the difference 
between the atmospheric lapse rate and the adiabatic lapse rate (where b I 
• total burning rate = 8UlI (b) • 

R integr�ted over the array). 
N.B. since buoyancy is proportional to L and drag to L, Wy is propor
tional to L and there must be an area e!fect. 

Buoyan<y - dep .. nd s  

on burning rote & 
lapse rate 

w 
£1 CID 111 0'0°4 

QC/aCl 

Aleo Pplume = op air + (1-c)Pfl8.1lle 
Volume of • .xcess air e = + volWl8.ot flue 

With Vol1.llle of excess air • 4UlW - bl/ke 

w 

and Vcl.1.IIle of !lame • b' Pair stoichianetric ratio 
ire Pflaae 

Alternatively, assume the burning rate is a function of I Wo + !:! I 

(ct, theory 4&) • In eithar case there is feedback on the burning rate. 

6 Thermal radiation feedback 

Burning rate b = bO + b1 S 

Where S • solid angle of !lame and burning fuel 
• S (pUes) + S (other fl!l!les) 

Also S (flame) • S(b) - hence feedback. 



Theories of Scaling 

7 

7a 

flame height scaling 

flame height F proportional to linear dimensions L. 
Already falsified by trials - Craig Chandler 

-dff--'Ot:7e?L7 
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7b Fran ThClllBs (4), F/L is usually proportional to the cube root of 
R2/r. (note: this is a similar result to theory 9b below with n • 2!). 
Other regimes are possible, but it is always a function of R2/L. 

Therefore F = a (llL)2/3 (where a is a constant). 

Let piles be U ems square, with gaps of V OIlS between them. 
2/3 -2/3 Then flame height for isolated pile = F I = .. b ij '  

And if the flames fran N piles have merged, the new fl.8me height, 

F = a b2/�1/3 (U + V)..:z/3 l;&w a5SI�e that iso1ated fires will join if F1 > i V ana.. thpt a tnereAd 
"dClDAin" of N fires will persist. if F2 > j N1/2(U + V), >tlere i, j are 
numerical. constants, perheps of the order of 1. (ThCl!l8.S, Bal.dwin and 
Heselden's results (5) Sll,'lgest that 1 is not constant, but is in the 
region of 5-7 in a flambeau situation.) 

These corTespond respectively to the ratio of the flame height to 
the gap, and to the dimensions of the domain. 

AssUllling that these two conditions occur Simultaneously, the ratio 
of flame heights on either side of the discontinuity, (i.e. that with 
danains of 2 fires just not breaking down, divided by that with isolated 
fires just not merging) will be:-

21/2
..1 

(!!..D) 
i V 

Thus three regimes are possible: isolated fires, fires merged to give 
shifting domains of about N, or the whole array forming one giant flame. 
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In the partial merging regime, the fires will. {!;reM till. 

F
2 

• N
1/2 (U. V) j is satisfied 

In this case b • N1/4 (U • V)5/2 
(j/a)3/2 

Thus N is proportional to � and to b
4 and F 2 is proportional to b

2
• 

2J, These proportionalities are still. valid if F/L is any function of R7 � ' 

'. 

"O,Q 

8 Fire intensity for a given fuel type depends only on fire loading and 
is independent of area. 

If 
,"" .:::0;0, 

Jf\\ LOWr��:ning 

/ . I\� Jl /Slfi.1 � I�( 
Af? Q) i 

Small area Small area 
High fire lood L QW fi re foad 

9 Scaling of energy requirements. 

low burning 
rate 

act. 0 III ga, 
Large area 

Low fire lood 

9a If all linear dimensions are to be doubled then Power Needed 
increases by a fa ctor of 8 and Burning r ate/ cm.� of ground (R) increases 
by 2. If Pressure difference does not vary then pressure gradient 
decrease. by 2 and since distance air is to be accelerated increases by 
2 time needed to establish the airflow increases by 2. So minimum fire 
loading to establish the airneM increases by 4. 

9b As in theory 9a, but let power needed increase by 2n 

Then R increases by 2n-2 
Time needed increases by 2 
�linimum fire loading incresses by 2

n-1 



/ 
Table 1: Ratioll of quantiti es in 2 scaled burns 

Theory 9a Theory 9b 
Linear Dimensions 
Power needed 2 
Burning rate/an 
Pressure Difference 
Pressure Gradient 
Time needed 
Minimum Fire Loading 

Theories of Weather and Fue� 

L 
L3 
L 
LO 
L-l 
L 
L2 

10 If initial temperature of wood • TOe, and breakdown temperature . 
T1oe, Burning rate is inverse�y proportional to (T1 - T). 

11 If rain falls during a burn, heat production ill redJ..I>ed by 620 cals per 
gram of water f�ing on a pile. 

.--. Amount of rain 

12 If """od is wet. fire �oadir16 ill reducOO by 620 c�/ gram of water. 
Effective fire 

loading 

1----::===::j.�D;;:eg;r�e:e-;.Of wetness in wood 

13 If inert materi� is mixed with the fue� it has no effect on the heat 
generation; count o�y fue� for the fire �onding. 

Adding inert 

material, e.g, bricks

no effect on the 

bu rning rote 



/ Theories et Shelter 

14 Theories of toxic gas penetration. 

co Co ncentration C 
�/l 7' z �_= co Concenl,ot;on C· 

� i � 
leak 'al. P ai, 

_ , ,,  0#..,-
148 Let C be the internal concentration of CO, and C' that outside. 

Then � - p(CI - C) 
dt 

and if U is the time integral of C over the whole period, and D' the 
integral of Cl, then by integrating the differential equation over the 
whole period, D • D' (equal dose theorem) 

Hence the shelter does no good, unless completely sealed (p � 0). 

14b As in theory 148 

Put dC • pCI - q C - r (due to losses etc.) 
<it 

Then D • 2Q!. - rt2 
q

-q 

where t2 • total time with CO in the shelter 

As a spacial case, CO will be lost by people breathing it. Ass\1D8 
thet between them they consume a fraction f/unit time. 

therefore dC _ p(CI - C) - fe 
Tt 

therefore q • p + f, r � 0 

therefore D • � 
p+f 

-1 2 -



Some perm anently lost 

14c As in the ory 143, but doee is not 
a thresh01d concentration CO' If this 
and ceases at time t2" 

the criterion of h!lnn; there is 
is reached at time tl in the shelter 

rtz D c J t (C - CO) d� 
1 

J
tz (CI- CO) dt tl 

Suppose that C' can be approximated by a cons�t va1ue Q Co 
E/p . Then b efore this time, C • Q Co (1 - e -p ) 

and after it C _ � Co (eE _ 1) e -pt 

a1so tl • 1 10g .JL 
p Q-l 

and tz = 110g ( Q (eE -1 ») 
finall.y, D • D' P(1 _ 110g EL _ ...l 10g {(Q - 1 )(eE -1)}) 

E Q-l EQ 

Note that D c 0 (perfect protection) when E � 10g .JL 
Q_l 

QCo 

Co 

Co 

C
' 

C 
I I 
• E I 
r-p� 
I I 
I I I I I I I 
• 

- 13 -

for a time 



14d Gravity stratification - Rasbash (6) 

Suppose gases enter the sl>elter through a window of area A with a 
speed W. The difference in density from the air in the sl>elter is tJ.p. 
Now if the window i6 at the bottan of the shelter there will be thorough 
turbulent mixing and theories 14a, b or c will apply; and also if the 
modified Richardson number ..JI.... A1/2 tJ.p is les9 than 0.1. 

w2 P 

RICHARDSON N� <0·1 

Rapid Mixing 

_ p by 16e 
Window area: A 

If it is more than 1, however, the gases in the 
stratified with the hot incoming gases lying on top. 
of the shelter fills up rapidly so that C = C'. The 
diffuse downwards following the equation 

a2C 1 C 

az2 
= - t 

shelter should be well 
Assume the top part 

gases will then slowly 

Where z is the vertical co-ordinate and • a diff'usmn coefficient. In the 
later stages, when C I starts dropping, ass\llle that gravitational turnover 
will keep the maximum concentration down to Cl. 

Top port tills 

up rapidly 
t: 1 

RICHARDSON N� >1 

Slow downward 

diffusion 
t ,:2 

Window area: A 

Grcrvitational 

turnover 
t ,3 

14e Assume there is n recovers" from CO poisoning so that the same dose 
over a longer time gives a smaller effect. If the recovery is linear 
this is equivalent to theory 1.4c; if it is exponential (proportional to 
dose) or any otl>er relationship, the protection can be evaluated 
numerically, knowing the dependence of C' on time - see theory ZO. 

15 Theories of heat penetration. 

-14-



15a If lh"rc is a. el'.ple IIllxbn"'C of C:�B8, �n wHh alDment temperature TO' T-TO 
corresponds to C in theory 148. How ever, "Temperature Dose" is not the 
criterion of harm. 

:.I � T�:: t 

I I 
I 
I 

To 

Shaded areas equal 

t 

15b Allowing for the loss of heat to the shel.ter walJ.s still leaves the 
mathematics of theory 148 valid. The constant p, however, is great� 
reduced, by a factor heat capacity of air aM walls. 

heat capacity of air 

/ 

heat capacity / 
High heat capacity 

/ / 

/// Heat Exchange 

15c Taking heat stroke as the limiting factor, the risk of this may be 
measured by the integral of T -T"3' where T 3 is a critical temperature 
of about 32°C. 'lbe mathematics of theory 14c then follows. T ' , � 

Ta l:f1:::::::: 
T bL-' : t 

: I 
, I 

Ta 

15d Skin burns occur when T is greater than T2, which is perhaps J,OOOC. 
If the probability of T being greater than T2 at a speci fied moment is 
P, then divide the total exposure time t2 into effectively iOOependent 
periods of duration to. The probability of a man getting burnt at any 
time during t is then:-



15e In theory 1 5d, to sl.low for the canbined effect of hot air and thenoal 
radiation, let 1 cal/cm.2/sec. be equivelent to KOC. T2 can then be 
reduced by the appropriate amount. 

T, 

Threshold reduced 
",' radiation 

15f Straight conduction of heat through the wells is probably not very 
iJllportant. An exact solution can be found by solving the differential 
equation of heat conduction in one d1JDension, given as a boundary con
dition the variation of the externel temperature with time - see 
theory 20. 

16 Theories to calculate the leak rate. 
16a To celculate p in theory 14a, assume a roan volume v,2 opposite open 
windows each of area A, and wind speed W. 
Then PI c AW/v 

, " I , 0 ----\-.-� I 
Windspeed W ' .  . " .... ' 

Area A 

Volume v 

16b If there are pressure f luctuations of .! B millibars, occurrlng with 
an average periodiCity of to , 

P2 =ld:otO 



Assume B is a function of the average windspeed only. 

16c Gravitational pumping - Heselden (7) 

If the height of the window fran top to bottom is H, then:-

PJ = � ( g H A: y/2 

Low density in at top 

Air 
den sity p 

External density p _ 6p 

Volume v ___ 

High density out at 
b ottom 

16d If' there are wind, pre!5sure and gravitational effects, 

m:!'§ that the wind, pressure and gravitational effects wouJ.d all tend 
to be strongest when the fire is burning most fi ercely. Hence p may 
tend to drop in the later stages of the fire, leading to retention of 
low concentrations of CO for longer than expected by theory 14a. 

16e The graph of p against Wo (with no fire) is a characteristic of the 
structure depending only on geometry, and can be used to predict the 
value of P with a fire. 

p��.� ��n •• �nw� '. �� __ � 
,",ouse_ - - -

les'- --
--

C 
.� 

L..s.r.�,·",,,-- C 
<. ra 

Wo Wind Speed 

p 

S ealed Crack Test Small Large 



theories relating to measurements 

17 Gas Composition and Temperature. 

17a Air can be simply characterised by the proportion of burnt gases in it. 
Hence the temperature rise above ambient, the CO%, the C02%, and the drop in 
02% are all proportional to one another, and a measurement of anyone will 
enable all the others to be calculated. 

07. 1001. 
!. of burnt gases 

in the air 

17b Theory 17a is only true for 11 given type of burning; when this changes, 
the ratios are upset. 

18 Wood block instruments. 

IBa The degree of darkening (due to scorching) of a piece of white wood 
or fibre board exposed in a fire area is a measure of the overall severity 
of fire conditions at that point and is directly related to the 
probability of ignition of cellulusic materials. 

18b The darkening is Similarly related to the probability of skin burns. 

18 a &b 

Reflectivity Risk I. 

Fire Severity 

19 If P is the probability of ignition of a flat model wooden structure, 
then the probability of ignition of a similar structure of M times the 
area is: 1-( l-p)M 



102r... _______ -- __ :-,;-:..:::-:.:-.......... ...::.= 

Probability of 

ignition 

Size Size Size of structu re 

20 Fire effects vary with time in a standard fashion. 

20a All fire effects (thermal radiation, flame temperature, air temperature, 
soil tanperature, induced windspeed, rate of weight loss CO concentration, 
etc.) follow, on the average, identically the same time curve in all fires. 
This allows variations in a multiplying factor on the intensity scale, and 
also in a multiplying factor on the time scale (which will depend only on 
the bunling rate, and so be the same for all effects in the same part of the 
same fire). All temperatures are measured from the initial temperature. 
The curves can be drewn on log: 10, paper. 

1 000 
Log. Effec t Rodn Burnl 

100 

10 

0·1 10 100 1000 Log. Time 

20b As in theory 20&, but each effect has a different characteristic 
shape of curve. 

1000 
Log. Effect 

100 

10 

Rodn Burnl 

f\-
1\""'.' 

10 

Rodn Burn:2 

Burn ::I: 

100 1000 Log. T i m e  



21 F1.a:ne height (or length) F and angle from vertical 8 in a wind Vi with 
a burning rate b are given by:-

F • F(b,W ) 
e .e(b,W) 

These equations can be sol',ed for b and W, given measurements of 
F and e 

21a F .  a (URf/3 

_u_ 
Burning rote b 

a s in th�ory 7b 
i._ • F is not affected by W or e 

21b Measure R in mass units (�s lost/sec/horizontal sq. cm). Then gas 
must flow upwards with velocity R/Pfl.�., and sideways with velocity W. 
Hence tane • Vi.Pfl •• e /R 

Speed R };2?J----- - - ......-; 
__ � I 

Pflome ' 

8 / �.. : 
. / ./  , 

� � /' Speed:W 

"4J?iC-:J 
Mass burning rote R gms/cm'l, sec 

Simple tests of some of the theories 

It should be fairly easy to investigate the variation of the burning 
rate or flame height with positiJn in the array; some of the theories 
give quite different predictions on this:-

2a Same everywhere. 

-20-



4a Maximum at or near edges fall.ing steadily to minimum at centre -
but may be modified by Wo 

- - - - - -

4b} High on outer edge - all. other piles low and same as each other. 
4c 

-
Wo 

5a,5d,5e,5f All piles the same once well away from edges. 

- - - - :::: - ,-. 

/�'I ]---- ... ... ... ... \ /;r - -- ... - - ---*" 

i' \ �\\ 
/0,' 

�' !M trMt a:AA � 
5b Pro gresses dcwnwind through the array at constant speed -

a wave motion. 

,1 /� / � 121 1 i Wo 

t = 1 rp.f. crM 

I 
� 4./ ,1/, 

Wo raM gM .=2 

� " � WO 
• = 3 .-, M 
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5c Maximum some distance in from the u!"'ind edge. 

6 Low on outer edge - aD. other piles high and SBme as each other. 
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